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Alien Downpour: The Red Rain of India
Blood rain or red rain is a phenomenon in which blood is
perceived to fall from the sky in the poet Hesiod, writing
around BC; the author John Tatlock suggests that Hesiod's
story may have been influenced by that recorded in the Iliad.
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What is 'blood rain'? - CNN Video
There have been cases of all kinds of weird rain with strange
stuff falling from Tales of Raining Frogs, Fish, Blood and
Other Strange Things.
Blood rain: Saharan dust falls on UK thanks to Easter heatwave
- Mirror Online
A car covered in dust in Romsey, Hampshire after a spell of
blood rain (Image: PA). Get the biggest daily news stories by
email. Subscribe.
Blood rain - Wikipedia
When the blood rain churns the oceans red and cresting waves
rear above the land The cars behind me were honking. I
couldn't just sit here.
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A powerful whirlwind might explain a rain of small fish, but
it cannot account for the ones that fell on a village in
India. Show more comments.
Apparently,ithadrainedeitherfisheggsorbabyjellyfish. Louis and
Kumar dug, and found a number of people who had reported a
loud bang, distinct from thunder, at about in the morning on
July 25, about three hours before the first red rainfall.
Retrieved October 10,
Apowerfulwhirlwindmightexplainarainofsmallfish,butitcannotaccount
study [22] has unambiguously established that the cause of
blood rain in Kerala was the aerial spores of green microalgae
Trentepohlia.
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